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Akvanavt Diving Centre 

"Explore the Underwater World"

If you are looking for some extreme adventure,and wan to explore the

underwater world, along with the best diving professionals and trainers,

then head straight to the Akvanavt Diving Center. This facility is the ideal

place for professionals and novices to improvise or learn scuba diving.

The center provides adventure enthusiasts with several programs and

packages to choose from. Apart from diving activities, the center is a great

place to make new friends, enjoy weekend trips, and play underwater

games. Here one can rent or buy their own diving equipment and also

plan their underwater expeditions at the in-house travel agency at the

center.

 +7 495 661 4018  www.diving.ru/  mail@diving.ru  Olimpiyskiy Prospekt 16/2,

Olimpiyskiy Sports Complex,

Moscow
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Territory RUS 

"Explore True Russian Culture and History"

Territory Rus is a tour company located in the heart of Moscow city, which

specializes in organizing self drive 4 x 4 adventures trips across Russia.

Touring with them gives tourists a chance to explore the real Russia,

through never-seen before routes. With the allure of culture, there is also

the excitement of off-road driving, an adventure that tourists can

experience with Territory RUS.

 +7 499 272 4770  territory-rus.com/  info@territory-rus.ru  2nd Vrazhskyi Pereulok 5,

Moscow
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Malibu Wake Club 

"Go Wakesurfing"

Established in the year 2002, the Malibu Wake Club is located along the

banks of the Moscow River. The club operates its water sport activities in

the waters of reservoir Strogino. The club prides itself for inventing wake-

surfing, which is a combination of wake-boarding and surfing. Other water

sports include wake-skating, recreational activities like swimming and

boating. The club provides all water sport gear, required during the

activities, and also provides on-site accommodations that are ideal for

travelers.

 +7 9099785888  wakesurf.ru/  mail@wakesurf.ru  Ulitsa Zhivopisnaya 52-54,

Moscow
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